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ABSTRACT

Given an image sequence and odometry from a moving
camera, we propose a batch-based approach for robust re-
construction of scene structure and camera motion. A key
part of our method is robust loop closure disambiguation.
First, a structure-from-motion pipeline is used to get a set of
candidate feature correspondences and the respective trian-
gulated 3D landmarks. Thereafter, the compatibility of each
correspondence constraint and the odometry is evaluated in
a bundle-adjustment optimization, where only compatible
constraints affect. Our approach is evaluated using data from
a Google Tango device. The results show that it produces
better reconstructions than the device’s built-in software or a
state-of-the-art pose-graph formulation.

Index Terms— bundle-adjustment, loop closures

1. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional scene reconstruction from multiple im-
ages is a popular research topic in computer vision, and there
has been significant progress both in large-scale structure
from motion (SfM) [1] and in real-time simultaneous local-
ization and mapping (SLAM) [2] during the recent years.

However, despite all the progress, there are still major
challenges in purely image-based reconstruction techniques,
especially in indoor environments. Such challenges include
lack of texture and structure in the scene (homogeneous tex-
tureless surfaces are common indoors) and degenerate motion
sequences (e.g. triangulation requires translation and pure ro-
tational motion often breaks camera-based tracking [3]). The
problems due to lack of texture are further emphasized when
narrow field-of-view cameras are used indoors where the
scene surfaces are close to the camera and therefore the so-
called aperture problem may occur more often than outdoors.

However, luckily, by combining visual loop closure de-
tections and visual odometry [4], or other kind of odometry
(e.g. [5, 6]), it may be possible to resolve ambiguous cases
and discard the false positive loop closures, which are not
compatible with the odometry or correct loop closures [7, 8].
Similar ideas are also used in the recent work [9] which fo-
cuses on dense high-quality surface reconstructions in indoor

environments. Their approach gives precise models but it is
not as scalable as large-scale structure-from-motion pipelines
used for large outdoor datasets [1]. In fact, robust and scal-
able indoor reconstruction approaches, which could be ubiq-
uitously used by amateurs with off-the-shelf hardware, have
not yet emerged.

In this paper, we propose a method for robust scene recon-
struction based on an image sequence, captured by a moving
monocular camera, and the corresponding odometry informa-
tion. That is, the input to our method are the image frames,
their time stamps and a rough continuous odometry estimate
of the camera trajectory. In addition, we assume that we have
some information of the absolute length scale of the camera
trajectory. For example, if the odometry track does not suffer
from scale drift, it allows to define the common scale of the
reconstruction, even if the available visual correspondences
would be limited to several non-overlapping clusters of views.
In our experiments we used Google Tango device which pro-
vides both depth maps and color images (so called RGB-D
data) and also relatively good and robust odometry, which is
computed by combining visual and inertial sensor informa-
tion1. Unlike some previous methods [7, 8, 10], we do not
use a strict pose graph formulation but explicitly model all
visual correspondences in a bundle-adjustment like formula-
tion [11, 12]. Thus, we can utilize and verify all available vi-
sual correspondences and correct the association errors of the
structure-from-motion pipeline, whereas in many pose graph
formulations the candidate loop closure constraints are uti-
lized or discarded at image level.

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM

This section describes the different components of our pro-
posed system. An overview is shown in Fig. 1. In our case, the
input to the system is an RGB-D image sequence and odome-
try and the output is globally consistent 3D model with cam-
era poses. However, depth maps are not absolutely necessary
if the odometry has a consistent drift-free scale (cf. Sec. 2.4).

1https://developers.google.com/project-tango/



Fig. 1: An overview of our proposed system. Images, corresponding
point cloud, and device odometry are input to our system. Our sys-
tem corrects drift using triangulated 3D landmarks from SfM, and
mitigates the effect of repetitive structures in the global optimization
stage to give the final reconstructed model.

2.1. Feature detection and matching

Visual features are used to match images. Following [15, 13],
SIFT [14] features and descriptors are used along with geo-
metric filtering to generate visual correspondences.

2.2. Connected component clustering

Using the visual correspondences from the previous stage, an
adjacency matrix is formed. One or more non-overlapping
view-clusters are obtained by clustering the adjacency ma-
trix using connected component clustering. Each view-cluster
contains images that have been matched to at-least one other
image in the cluster.

2.3. Structure from motion for view-clusters

Each view cluster is fed to a SfM pipeline [15]. The SfM
pipeline triangulates each of the mutually observed features
by the cameras in the cluster to a unique point in 3D world
coordinates. If xf is a triangulated 3D point, it is related to
its observed image coordinate (sub-pixel position of feature f )
nf
c = [nx ny]

T in camera c with pose estimates [Rc|tc] (from
SfM) through the following equation :

pf
c = K(Rcxf + tc) (1)

Here, pf
c = d[nx ny 1]T will be defined as the feature

measurement, and d is the depth of the feature f in the coor-
dinate frame of camera c. K is the known camera calibration
matrix. We define a function P : R3 → R2 such that P(p) =
n, d(nx, ny, 1)T → (nx, ny)

T. Only feature measurements
and the observed image coordinates of the triangulated fea-
tures are used in the final global optimization step.

Although we have RGB-D images as input, we use only
RGB image features triangulated via SfM as the input depth
maps are sparse and majority of pixels do not have a depth.

2.4. Scaling

The view clusters reconstructed via SfM may have different
scales and in order to get a consistent initialization for our
bundle-adjustment, we need to set the scales consistently. To
set the scales we may utilize either the scale of depth maps or
the scale of odometry between nearby cameras. In our exper-
iments we utilized depth maps as follows.

Let v and u represent vectors containing the depth values
obtained from SfM pipeline and input RGB-D data, respec-
tively. Note that v holds the depth estimates of only those
pixels for which there exists a depth value in the input frame
data. The scaling factor is then computed as :

s = (uTu)−1uTv (2)
Scaling removes the projective ambiguity associated with the
structure from motion estimation. The scaled depth acts as a
good initial estimate for the global bundle-adjustment process
in the next stage.

2.5. Global optimization via bundle-adjustment

Let C = {c1, c2...cT } be the input camera sequence and
F denote the set of visual features obtained from Section
2.1. Each feature f ∈ F is observed by a set of cameras
Cf = {ci|i ∈ {1..T}} . Clustering the cameras c ∈ Cf

based on their time-stamp or image index gives us M(≥ 1)
non-overlapping camera-clusters Cj

f ⊆ Cf , j =1...M , where
j represents a continuous stretch of time when a 3D land-
mark xf was observed by a certain subset of the cameras Cf

causing the respective feature projections. Due to repetitive
structure/pattern in space or spurious match, camera-clusters
may be viewing a spatially different but visually similar 3D
point altogether. As such we associate a unique 3D point xjf
with each camera-cluster Cj

f . By putting the feature mea-
surement pf

c and the pose estimate [R̂c |̂tc] from input odom-
etry of any one of the cameras c ∈ Cj

f in equation (1), we
obtain an initial estimate of xjf . We now introduce the set
Hf = {{x1

f , C
1
f}, {x2

f , C
2
f}...{xMf , CM

f }} to represent the
various 3D landmarks with similar visual description and its
conceiving camera-cluster.

Each 3D point xj
f is only constrained by its point-

projections on the cameras c ∈ Cj
f . The constraint is

modelled as the 2D reprojection error, which is the squared
distance between a 3D point xjf ’s projection n̂ and the ob-
served image coordinates nf

c in image c using the current
pose estimates [Rc|tc] :

E2D,f,j,c = ||nf
c − P(K(Rcxjf + tc))||2 (3)

However, some of the 3D points in Hf may represent the
same landmark in space. In order to merge the potential loop
closure landmarks we use a 3D alignment error term. The 3D
alignment error is the squared distance between two 3D world
coordinates m = {xkf , xl

f}:

E3D,f,m = ||xk
f − xlf ||2 (4)



(a) Start of Service (i.e. raw Google Tango odometry) (b) Switchable constraints [16]

(c) Area Learning (Google Tango) (d) Our approach

Fig. 2: Campus dataset. The points of the Google Tango depth maps are illustrated from above. The camera trajectory is almost 600 meters.
All the three methods (b)-(d) were able to limit the drift of the odometry (a) by imposing loop closure constraints. However, in terms of global
consistency, our approach outperforms the other two as can be seen in a detailed view of a particular region of the map in Figure 3.

.

Additionally, we add a smoothness regularizer in the form
of the relative odometry error term. It is the error in relative
pose between sequential images using current pose estimates
[R|t] and the pose estimates from input odometry [R̂|̂t]:

E∆R,i = ||τ(τ(Ri−1,Ri), τ(R̂i−1, R̂i))||2

E∆t,i = ||(γ(ti−1, ti)− γ(̂ti−1, t̂i))||2
(5)

where τ(Rl,Rj) = RjRT
l , and, γ(tl, tj) = tj − τ(Rl,Rj)tl.

The final global optimization is formulated as follows :

argmin
x,r,t,w

∑
f∈F

M∑
j=1

∑
c∈Cj

f

E2D,f,j,c

σ2
p

+

T∑
p=2

E∆R,p

σ2
r

+

T∑
p=2

E∆t,p

σ2
t

+
∑
f∈F

∑
m∈ϕf

wm.E3D,f,m

σ2
a

+
∑
f∈F

∑
m∈ϕf

||1− wm||2

σ2
c

(6)

Here, r denotes the angle-axis representations of rotations
R. We minimize over r, but while calculating errors in the ob-
servation model, we transform back from r to R. As the errors
have different units, they are weighted with the inverse of cor-
responding measurement variances (σ2

p, σ
2
r , σ

2
t , σ

2
a, σ

2
c ). The

set ϕf = {{x1
f , x2

f}, ., {x2
f , x3

f}, ..{x
M−1
f , xMf }} contains all

pairwise combinations of the 3D points in the set Hf . wm ∈
[0, 1] are switch variables [16, 7] associated with potential
erroneous constraints. When associated with an erroneous
constraint the switch variable drives its value to zero. As a
result the erroneous constraints stops to have any impact on

the optimization. Particularly, in our case, the switch vari-
ables restrict the minimization of 3D alignment error E3D

between 3D point pairs in ϕf when the pair represents dif-
ferent 3D points in space. The last term in equation (6) tries
to constraint the switch variables at their initial values (wm =
1). The objective in equation (6) is minimized using standard
non-linear least-squares optimization with trust-region algo-
rithm [17].

Unlike pose-graph optimization methods which use rel-
ative pose between non-sequential cameras as loop closure
constraint, we try to minimize the distance between 3D land-
marks (E3D). As the 3D landmarks are constrained by their
observed image coordinates (E2D), we are able to maintain
structural consistency in regions of loop closure. Addition-
ally, using relative odometry constraints (E∆R, E∆t) along
with multi-view constraints (E2D), we are able to mitigate
the effect of erroneous visual correspondences and produce a
globally consistent map.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As there are no publicly available Google Tango datasets for
evaluation, we captured three different indoor datasets by our-
selves: Apartment, University and Metro Station (see supple-
mental). All the datasets contain frequently occurring repeti-
tive patterns or structures. Table 1 gives a brief idea about the
datasets.

We compare the performance of our approach with the
Area Learning mode of Google Tango, which performs simul-



(a) Area Learning (b) Switchable Constraints (c) Our approach

Fig. 3: Detailed views of a region from reconstructions of Campus dataset.

(a) Start of service (b) Switchable Constraints (c) Area Learning (d) Our approach

Fig. 4: Reconstruction of Apartment dataset. (a) Raw odometry (Start of Service mode of Google Tango). (b) Reconstruction by Switchable
Constraints. (c) Reconstruction by Area Learning functionality of Google Tango. (d) Reconstruction from our approach. Visual appearance
of the walls and boundaries of different objects in the apartment in the three reconstructed models clearly demonstrate how our approach is
able to correct drift in odometry while maintaining the consistency in structure.

taneous localization and mapping (cf. Fig. 2). We also com-
pare with switchable constraints formulation, a state of the art
pose-graph method[16], which does not explicitly reconstruct
and adjust 3D feature points but is able to fuse conflicting
pairwise relative pose constraints. As ground truth data is
not available, the performance of our approach is evaluated
through visual inspection of the reconstructed 3D models. A
detailed view of some of the regions in a map are presented in
respective figures. A more thorough discussion of the results
is given in the following subsections:
Apartment: The Apartment dataset was collected in a 44 m2

area apartment with a camera trajectory of 20 meters. Inside
the apartment is a dense setting of objects and repetitive pat-
terns across the walls. The results in Figure 4 demonstrates
that our approach can obtain structural consistency with high
fidelity.
Campus: The Campus dataset was collected in a university.
The total trajectory is 170 meters in the second floor and 400
meters in the first floor. The results in Figure 2 show that all

Table 1: Dataset table.
Dataset Name frames Trajectory length (m)

Apartment 892 20
Campus 4021 588

Metro station 812 180

the three methods were able to limit drift by imposing loop
closures, but only our approach could maintain the structural
consistency as seen in Figure 3.
Metro Station: Due to lack of space our results with the
Metro Station dataset can not be illustrated here (see supple-
mental) but these results are consistent with the others and
confirm the observations made with the other datasets illus-
trated in Figures 2, 3 and 4.

4. CONCLUSION

We presented an approach for indoor reconstruction from
RGB-D images and odometry. The key idea is to include
structural information with odometry in a single global
bundle-adjustment process. The formulation makes the sys-
tem highly robust to erroneous loop closures and geometric
inconsistency as the structural information adds strict con-
straints to the global optimization.

Experimental results demonstrate that our approach per-
forms significantly better in producing globally consistent 3D
model of the map than the built-in SLAM software in Google
Tango tablet and a state of the art pose-graph optimization
method [16].
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